
User Test: Louis 

Task #1 
 User threw a new potato 

 Was confused about whether to create a new group or use an existing one. But then moved 

quickly based on the context of the best 

 Not sure if the turn time was a set thing or not 

 Not sure what the pre-defined bets are. 

 Tap group list or scroll over? 

o In my mind the question mark would mean the whole thing is a button or I could just 

slide 

o Question mark seems like an arrow 

Task #2 
 Not sure what the notification icon was (need a home screen image), but got to touch it right 

away 

 These are really random ideas! 

 Suggested watch a movie.  

 Slight delay between writing idea and pushing “pitch” 

Task #3 
 “Don’t really know what burned means, but I know Billy has more than me, so I’m in good 

shape.” 

 What if I’m in a meeting and I just get shafted? Need an “accept game” task 

Task #4 
 Not really sure what I should press 

o Arrows need boxes to indicate buttons 

 “Can I do different combos of up-votes and down-votes?” 

 

User Test: Vinny 

Task #1 
 Quickly pushed throw new potato button 

 “I’m going to guess it’s in there” (group list) 

 “This was easy” 

Task #2 
 “What?! I’m going to assume” (that was the notification) 

Task #3 
 User read the prompt aloud 

 “I’m assuming burned is a bad thing?” 



 Touched the burning potato 

 Missed the “turns are 5-10 minutes” label 

Task #4 
 “Wait, why did Billy lose?” 

User Test: Nancy 

Task #1 
 Potatoes in play is confusing 

Task #2 
 Pitch an idea page confusing possibly 

 Already in play—can’t pitch again, what is the point of showing them, especially if you can’t click 

on them? 

 When do I hit the pitch button? 

Task #3 
 Click on potato on burn screen, not the OK button 

 What do notifications mean? 

Task #4 
 Can you up-vote more than 1 thing? 

 Add OK button on the end game screen 

General 
 Iteration good 

 Back button? 

 Make boxes around recipe page things 

 Lowers barrier to pitch idea 

 Add comments 

 Use regular groups but be able to edit 

 Drop down list preferred 

 What is time on home screen? Left in game or in turn? 

 Intro guide, what happens when time runs out? 

 Message in app telling you, “you have a potato” 

 

User Test: Adam 

Task #1 
 How to select people? 

 Edit feature on adding new items (what’s at stake?)/history 

 Be able to go back to options 



Task #2 
 Make clear that you can’t use previous ideas 

 You’ll be burned: picture of hands 

 Color palette choices 

 Glowing/beating potato? 

Task #3 
 What type of notifications do we want? 

 


